
INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR SOLAR SHOWER 

Thank you for choosing our solar shower product. 

In order to use our product properly and get the most satisfaction and pleasure, please 
note the following important information. 
1. The solar shower must be installed on solid ground (concrete) or a concrete base to 
make sure it is stable and safe for use. 
2. The solar shower is equipped with a base plate, which has 4 prefabricated holes for 
permanent installation. 
3. Install the solar shower at the location where it will receive the most sunshine. 
4. Connect the inlet of the solar shower to the tap water system of your home. An ideal 
location would be to an outside water faucet. 
5. To prevent scalding from hot water, please pay extra attention to the following. 
Before turning on the solar shower, please make sure the valve is at the cold water 
position (blue). Gradually adjust the valve toward the hot water position (red), until 
reaching the desired temperature. 
6. Warning! When exposed to very strong sunlight, the water temperature coming from 
the solar shower may reach 60 ˚C or 140 ˚F. 
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Winter or off-season storage protection: 
1. After the pool season, clean the solar shower 

carefully with a soft cloth.  
2. Close the outside faucet which is connected to 

the inlet of solar shower. Make certain that the 
cold and hot water valve is in the “OPEN” 
position, so that all water in the solar shower 
can be drained out from the shower head.  

3. When not in use or when freezing temperatures 
are present, the cold and hot water valve should 
be in the “OPEN” position to prevent damage. 
Damage caused by frozen temperatures or 
improper use of the solar shower will not be 
covered by our warranty.  

Warning: 
Damage caused by using salt water or when using 
the solar shower when freezing temperatures are 
present will not be covered by our warranty. Inlet to Be Connected 

to Outdoor Faucet 


